Our work is everything but ordinary.
AGENCY HIGHLIGHTS

Dear Friends,

As we stop to reflect on 2019, it is obvious that at present, our world has changed immeasurably. The COVID-19 pandemic felt as though it was far away during late 2019 but swiftly traveled to our doorstep in early 2020. As a result, for the first time in 130 years, we suspended our programs and services out of an abundance of safety for our community and as advised by the Ohio Department of Health. We were fortunate to continue the essential functions of our business including custodial services, food packaging, and sewn products for the United States military. However, closing the doors of our programs was accompanied by the furlough of hundreds of valued and cherished employees, the cancellation of our 130th Anniversary celebration, and loss of critical operating revenue. The pandemic caused our community to come to a standstill in ways we could not have imagined.

As our nation adapts to a new normal necessitated by the COVID-19 pandemic, we are once again confronted by our nation’s legacy of racism and inequality. Vocational Guidance Services proudly stands in solidarity with the fight against systemic racism in Northeast Ohio and beyond. We are committed to diversity, equity and inclusion to make VGS the most accepting and respectful environment for all. We will continue to advocate for the Ohioans with disabilities we serve while staying committed to a world where everyone is viewed, accepted and treated equally.

Even in light of all that has happened, it is important that we take an opportunity to celebrate the success of the nearly 3,000 individuals we served last year. We accomplished this goal by partnering with over 250 businesses to match Ohioans with disabilities to employment opportunities. Through these partnerships, VGS paid over $7.8 million in wages and benefits proving again that we are not only serving individuals but contributing our communities by supporting local economies.

2020 is Vocational Guidance Services’ 130th anniversary of service to the community. Since 1890, we have adapted to challenges and responded to the changes in our communities and of those we serve. Looking ahead, we are steadfast in our commitment to continue meeting the challenges set before us. We have always been a dynamic organization with the goal of helping individuals with disabilities on their path to employment. It is with that goal in mind that we look to the future with excitement and vigor. We will continue to embrace technology to provide quality and innovative virtual services, maintain safe work and learning environments, and provide guidance, training, and employment for individuals with disabilities.

Susie Barragate  
President & CEO

Joseph G. DuBois  
Board Chair

2019 IMPACT

2,599  
individuals served in 26 counties throughout Ohio

593  
job placements for individuals with disabilities

670,000  
hours of paid workforce training

$7.8 million  
in wages and benefits paid

250  
contracts and business partnerships to provide work assessment and community-based opportunities
COVID-19 RESPONSE & IMPACT

Providing Essential Services
Fortunately, our work did not stop entirely. At our Cleveland facility, production of pants for women in the United States military continued as did our warehousing and packaging services for Ohio-based food vendors. We also continued to provide custodial services for several buildings including the Carl B. Stokes Federal Court House, Bricker Federal Office, Cleveland Clinic - Fairview Hospital, Anthony J. Celebrezze Federal Building, and the Department of Health in Columbus. Lastly, we supported frontline health care workers by producing over 10,000 cloth face masks for the Cleveland Clinic, ambulance companies, and other community-based healthcare providers.

Physically Distant, Socially Connected
On March 21, 2020 the Ohio Department of Health issued an order closing adult day services and vocational habilitation services for individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities to prevent the spread of COVID-19. Our referral-based services through Opportunities for Ohioans with Disabilities, Department of Developmental Disabilities, Veterans Administration, and the Bureau of Workers Compensation were subsequently suspended for four months under the Department’s order. The temporary shutdown necessitated the furlough of more than 500 employees for a 70% reduction in our personnel, primarily direct service providers.

We continue to adapt our services and invest in technology to ensure positive experiences and outcomes. REACH (Referral, Educate, and Check-in) was a new service through Opportunities for Ohioans with Disabilities developed in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Through REACH, VGS connected with more than 400 of our program participants to provide support and assistance programs while remaining physically distanced. Similarly, our summer youth program and job placement programming are now provided virtually.
SUPPORTING VULNERABLE COMMUNITIES
For Ohioans with disabilities, COVID-19 and the suspension of developmental disability services left a vulnerable population even more at risk. The closure of adult day programs and employment services for individuals with disabilities hindered our clients’ ability to find jobs and has, in many cases, impacted their overall well-being. Our clients are high risk for homelessness, joblessness, and, unfortunately, maltreatment due to stigmas about individuals with disabilities. The majority of the individuals we serve rely on public transportation or non-medical transportation providers that ceased operations because of the pandemic. Data has shown that COVID-19 fatality rates are higher for people with intellectual and developmental disabilities. They also contract the virus at a higher rate according to research on group homes across the United States.

SAFELY REOPENING
Our vocational rehabilitation services resumed in early July 2020. Per safety guidelines from the Department of Health, we are only able to serve 30% of the individuals we supported previously. Prior to the pandemic, VGS served over 700 Ohioans with disabilities every day. While much has changed, the health and safety of our community remains a top priority. We are taking distancing and sanitizing measures very seriously and have provided PPE, implemented social distancing, and updated our sanitation practices to be consistent with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s latest guidelines. We are grateful to have many of our furloughed staff back and doing the work they love. We are confident that these modifications will not diminish the joy of bringing our mission to life.

OUR COMMITMENT TO RACIAL EQUITY
Vocational Guidance Services stands in full support of the fight against systemic racism. In June 2020, we joined more than 100 organizations voicing our support of legislation passed by Cleveland City Council to declare Racism a Public Health Crisis.

Beyond our verbal and written declarations, we are committed to thoughtful actions that bring healing and justice. We look forward to your continued partnership and support as we fight for change both inside of our organization and in the communities we serve. Our commitment to racial equity is unwavering.
CELEBRATING 130 YEARS OF SERVICE
2020 marks our 130th year of providing services to Ohioans with disabilities. This milestone anniversary is an opportunity to look at our history with pride and allow it to inspire our future.

1890 – Our Beginning: A small group of young women in Cleveland began a sewing circle. Inspired to create a charitable enterprise from their time together, the Sunbeam Circle was born. The women sold their handmade garments and purchased bedside tables for disabled children at Lakeside Hospital with the proceeds. Over the years Sunbeam grew to serve individuals with disabilities and eventually became Vocational Guidance Services.

2020 – Our Present: Today, the Sunbeam Board remains an essential part of our work by raising awareness, providing financial support, and volunteering. The Sunbeam Board continues to champion the legacy and the work of the original sewing circle. Together with Sunbeam, we celebrate our past achievements and look towards a bright future.

THE SUNBEAM HOLIDAY BOUTIQUE
The first Sunbeam Sale was held in 1911 and quickly grew into a “must” for many families across Cleveland. Now called the Sunbeam Holiday Boutique, the event is held over the three days at The Country Club in Pepper Pike and features unique vendors who donate 15% of their sales directly to VGS. The 2019 event was our most successful to date with total sales just shy of $300,000. We thank our dedicated Sunbeam volunteers for their exemplary leadership and service.
PROGRAMS & SERVICES

“\text{To work hard gives me satisfaction, to work hard is to give your all. Do your job to the best of your ability.}”

We are leaders in vocational rehabilitation. Vocational Guidance Services provides workforce development, vocational rehabilitation services, and paid work opportunities to thousands of Ohioans with intellectual and developmental disabilities, physical disabilities, and other barriers to employment. Our service model is comprehensive and holistic, focusing on each individual’s strengths and abilities. We recognize the pathway to entering the workforce is not linear and are proud to offer a comprehensive range of services and programs including:

- Work Assessments
- Job Placement
- Workplace Readiness Skills Training
- Customized Skills Training
- Job Exploration Programming
- Paid Work Experiences
- On-site Job Support

CARLTON’S STORY

Carlton is a superstar in our eyes. For nearly two years, Carlton has worked with VGS as a Day Porter for the Warrenville Heights Library. He brings two decades of building maintenance experience to VGS’ team and easily exceeds the expectations of the library management. However, Carlton’s engaging personality, expertise in the field, and positive attitude are second to his resilient spirit. Carlton requires dialysis treatment three days a week at 5 a.m. due to renal kidney failure. He leaves dialysis to go directly to work. Despite his treatment schedule, he has never been late or required time off. Carlton is an asset to the Library and an inspiration to us all.

We celebrate Carlton’s dedication and ability to overcome barriers to employment.
Vocational Guidance Services is pleased to acknowledge the individuals, families, corporations, and foundations whose contributions allow us to break down barriers to employment for Ohioans with disabilities. Our work is possible because of your incredible generosity.

**SIGNATURE SOCIETY**
The Signature Society recognizes and honors the generous donors who have included VGS in their estate plans.
- Pat Brownell
- William Caster
- Robert Comben, Jr.
- Sally and Sandy Cutler
- David and Frances Dickenson, II
- Nancy Klein
- Stephen and Joanne Kirk
- Camille and Dennis LaBarre
- Bettyann Helms
- Sally and Bob Gries
- David and Frances Dickenson, II
- Robert Comben, Jr.
- William Caster
- Pat Brownell
- estate plans have included VGS in their
- generous donors who recognize and honors
- Signature Society

**Bell Greve Society**
($25,000-$49,999)
- Keith and Marie Ashmus
- Helen C. Cole Charitable Trust
- Meisel Family Foundation
- Bill and Mary Conway
- Jeffrey and Lisa Kapp
- The Reinderer Foundation

**Oliver Banister Society**
($10,000-$24,999)
- Anonymous
- Chemical Bank
- Gries VI Philanthropic Fund
- The Hankins Foundation
- Industrial Commercial Properties, LLC
- David H. & Barbara M. Jacobs Foundation
- Matthew and Kristen Joyce
- David Logsdon
- Vid A. Lutz and Ann C. Lutz
- The Murch Foundation
- Oswald Companies
- The Perkins Charitable Foundation
- The Sherwin-Williams Company
- Christine and Christopher Semarjian
- Ellen Garretson Wade Memorial Fund
- George Garretson Wade Charitable Trust #2

**Mae Childs Society**
($3,500-$4,999)
- Anonymous
- Raymond Q. & Elizabeth Rieley Armington Fund
- Leslie and Michael Dunford
- Frontier Packaging, Inc.
- McCarthy, Lebit, Crystal & Liffman Company, LPA
- Dick and Carol Michel
- Heather B. Moore

**Effie Childs Society**
($2,500-$3,499)
- Susie and Phillip Barragate
- Dollar Bank Foundation
- G & S Metal Products
- joan gelb
- I.D. Images
- Laurel School
- Maloney & Novotny
- Mansour, Gavin, Gerlack & Manos Co. LPA
- S. Livingston Mather
- Charitable Trust
- McDonald Hopkins LLC
- John Monroe and Mary Cavanaugh
- Mr. Charles Shops, Inc.
- Putnam Group LTD.
- RPM, Inc.
- Edward R. & Jean Geis Stell Foundation
- UBS
- University School
- Kylei and Ben Volpe
- Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP
- Weinberg Capital Group
- The Clara Weiss Fund
- Wuliger Family II Philanthropic Fund

**Mrs. Child’s Society**
($5,000-$9,999)
- Aleris International, Inc.
- Align Capital Partners
- Michael and Barbara Bass
- Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan & Aronff LLP
- The Bicknell Fund
- Viki and Marc Byrnes
- The George W. Codington Charitable Foundation
- Fifth Third Bank
- Harry K. and Emma R. Fox Charitable Foundation
- John Huntington Benevolent Fund
- Jones Day
- Lincoln Electric Company
- John Matejka
- The O’Neill Brothers Foundation
- The Albert B. & Audrey G. Ratner Family Foundation
- The Reuter Foundation
- Diane Roberto
- Gary and Christy Young

**1890 Society**
($1,750 - $2,499)
- Bidwell Designs
- Helen R. Bowler Fund
- Carrie Dunham, LLC
- Thomas J. Colman Foundation Trust
- Anne and Steven Fitzgerald Foundation
- Bruce and Renee Gerhart
- The Grey Colt
- Liz and Alan Gillmore
- Haverhill Collection
- J. McLaughlin
- Mandee and Chris Jones
- KEP Designs
- Kiigore Trout
- Kohrman | Jackson | Krantz
- John Krueger
- La Ligne Madison Avenue
- Frances & Jane S. Lausche Foundation
- Colleen and James Miklus
- Muhlolland and Sachs
- Pearly Vine
- Emery and Tara Prior, Jr.
- Rachel Katz, LLC
- Kristen and Michael Salata
- Karen Flynn Shanahan
- Elizabeth Sheeler
- Dudley P. & Barbara K. Sheffler Foundation
- Drs. Kristin and James Voos
- Weir & Weir, LLC
- Edith Anisfield Wolf Fund #2

**Sunbeam Society**
($1,000 - $1,749)
- Andrews Colour Atelier
- Anonymous
- Amy and Chad Arbogast
- R & E Armington Trust
- Margot Baldwin
- R. David Banyard
- The Beard Group
- Joshua and Loredana Berkowitz
- Bird Dog Bay, Inc.
- The Britton Fund
- Pat Brownell
- David and Susan Catanzarite
- Chic By Design
- Homer and Gertrude Chisholm
- Robert Comben, Jr
- CCS Fundraising
- The John Milton Costello Foundation
Brighter Futures Circle ($500-$999)
Katie A. Allender
Anonymous
Craig T. Beazer
Bober Markey Fedorovich & Co.
David Brian
Brendan and Lisa Buescher
Gail and Bill Calfee
Peter and Rita Carfagna
Jon and Amy Coco
Luis and Lisa Comprés
Suzanne Deering
Susan Delaney
Deb and Mac Donley
Kate and Kevin Floyd
Furbish & Fire Candle Co.
Josh and Kristin Gibbs
Alan and Victoria Goldstein
Bettyann Helms
Lisa Henkel
Deborah Smythe Herrman
Joel and Mara Hlavity
Ron Hradisky
Joseph and Jennifer Kubic
Grace Harper and Mick Latkovich
Charles and Rita Lawrence
Family Fund
Catherine and Robert Levy
John and Salli Maclntosh
Madelaine Mavec LLC
Tara Malbaso
William and Carol Manning
Ginger and Daniel Marchetta
Meadow Lane Monograms LLC
Jay Meagraw
Marge and Dan Moore
Sarah Mortimer
Creighton Murch and Janice Smith
Bruce Murphy
Dan Nelson
Elizabeth Newman
Kevin and Leslie O’Donnell
William and Kathleen O’Neill
Angela Owen
Amy and Andrew Paine
Janine and Scott Pape
Payne and Payne Builders
Mary Porter
Romo, Inc.
Drs. Edward and Teresa Ruch
Betty and David Schneider
John and Sally Schulze
Caroline Schwartz
Stephen and Martha Somach
Grace & Ricci
Michele and Scott Steele
Macy Stein
Abbey and Adam Steinberg
Sunbeam Board
Bill and Diane Valerian
Vocon
Lynne and Timothy Winings
Dawn and Brian Yorko
Zelman and Associates

Opportunity Circle ($250-$499)
Ace & Everett
Ted Altfeld
Phillip Axelrod
Denise R. Baldanza
Gwenn A. Baldwin
David Bell
Kate Biggar
Kelly Biggar
Margie and Jeffrey Biggar
Drs. Barbara Brown and Steve Ward
Charles and Margaret Bush
J.C. Butler and Helen Rankin
Butler Catch All
Marc and Candance Cianciolo
Justin Compisenou
Karen and Chandler Converse
Anne Cummings
Sabrina Davies
Kerri and Mark Daye
Peter Delaney
Walter DePasquale
Susanne E. Dickerson
Dr. Morris Dixon, Jr.
James and Sara Doan
Joseph Ferritto
Brett Glotzbecker
Cecil Glover
Rossetta and Bradley Gorman
Adam Gosciniski
Chas and Jen Grossman
Jennifer and Robert Hartford
Henry Hatch, Ill
William and Patricia Hatch
Douglas and Mary Adelle Horner
Donald Jack
Barbara Jarjisian
Tiffany and Scott Kaplan
Kathleen Kapp
Joseph P. and Nancy F. Keithley
Foundation
Curtis and Elizabeth Kelly
Kimberly King
Camille and Dennis LaBarre
Laura and Bradley Lamb
Dennis and Ginny Lehman
Family
Lesijee Dee Jewelry
Susan and Todd Locke
Gloria Jane Lokiec
Ronan and Laura Lynch
Lauren MacLaren
Ann and Kevin Malone
Amelia McArldle Michael
McIntyre Petra Moran
Sarah and Jay Morgan
Elizabeth Mortimer and Walter Cha
Dale Rice Naylor
Katie and Ken Outcalt
Judy Pace
Janine and Richard Patterson
William and Susan Paul
Carolann and Victor Rausz
Angie and Mickey Remen
Butler
Dan Rich

Ability Circle ($100-$250)
Anonymous
Betty Abraham
AeroControlex
Fela Aponte
Nicole Scheer Barry
Laura Bauschard
Dr. Ronald Bell
Dr. Daniel and Mary Jo Berry
Addi Bhatt
Fran Bisselle
Charles Bolton
Thomas Brick
Andy and Joyce Cafaro
Denise Calvitti
Nancy and Doug Campbell
Joanna and Peter Carfagna
Abbe Carrol
Katherine Chapman
Philip and Amy Ciano
David Cindrich
Judge and Mrs. Joseph Ciriglamo
Michael Clegg
Joan Cody
Gilda Cohen
James Condon
Vanessa Coppa
Lynn Copple
Kayla and Mark Cousineau
Mac and Jill Dalton
John and Jean Dannemiller
Joe Davis
Hallie DeChant
Dr. J. Edward and Ellen DeMarco Trish and John Dorsey
Eaton Corporation
F. Matthew and Chastity Embrescia
Mary Emerson
Emily Erbs
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
Margaret Foster
Laura and Wade Fricke
Mark Gainer and Elizabeth Eastwood-Gainer
Pamela Garcia
Paul and Sandy Gibbons
Margaret Giltinan

Erica and Geraldo Rivera
Nadia and Stephen Schrot
Scott and Chloe Seelbach
Nina and Jamie Sheffer
Sandra and Vince Stafford
Tim and Judy Stevens
Dr. Tyler and Suzanne Taigen
Jeremy and Amy Taylor Joe
and Melody Thomas Joe and
Ellen Thomas Debra Abdalian-
Thompson Nicole and Rodney
Twells, Jr. Iris Vail
Ronald and Terri Weinberg
Polly Bruch White
Alan and Janet Willoughby
Linda and Robert Glickman
Betty Goodman
Paul Gorton
Sarah Guyuron
Lauren Haley
Charles Hall
Cynthia Hall
Michelle Hameed
Martin Hauserman
Kathy Herre
John and Mary Herrick
Laura Herrick
Judy Holmes
Barb and John Horrigan
Richard Horvitz & Erica
Hartman-Horvitz Foundation
Charles Hudson
Kevin Hyatt, D.D.S.
Josephine Inkley
Bruce and Donna Jackson
Charles and Lindsay Jones
Anita Jones
Jennifer Kacsludis
Mary Ann and Jack Katzenmeyer
Dr. Nina Klein
Holyn Koch
S. Lee Kohrman
Kristin Kuhn
Alexis Kunsack
Suzanne Lamb
Bettsy and Tom Leib
Robert and Bonnie Lessing
Craig Levin
Abby Lewandowski
Keith and Nancy Libman
Charles and Mary Susan Lyon
David and Andrea Maher
Joan Mahoney
Joseph and Kathleen Mahovlic
Gabriel Malemud
James and Katherine Malone
Polly Marabito
Lindsay Marciniak
Lori Marks
Ed Matuszak
Bruce and Ellen Mavec
Megan McMahon
Peter and Susan Meisel
Cheryl Morrow-White, M.D.
Murphy Family Foundation
Brian and Cynthia Murphy
Beth Ann and Donald Nettis
Elizabeth DeMarco Novak
Darrah Parsons
Ed and Patricia Pentecost
Brian Petranek
Keith and Kelly Petty
Anne Powell
Terry Prusa
Kathryn and James Purcell
Andrew and Heather Rayburn
Richard and Lynne Rice Marjorie Ritchie
Terrence and Carole Rounds
Adam and Bridget Ross
Margie Sachs
Karen and Stanley
Schneider Ira Schobel
Kara and Matt Schwabauer
Stefanie Schwartz
Eleanor Schwartz
Joe Sherwood
Jeff Sikora
Brooke Slater
Carolyn Sommerich
Kimberly Spates
Kurt Steigerwald - Market Vision Research
Richard Vietritz
Jeannine Voinovich
Shelly Wallens
Jeff and Hallie Wasserman
Tod and Susan White
James Wood, M.D.
David and Jennifer Zidar

**Supporter Circle**

($1 - $99)

Willie Alston
Vanessa Andrich
Anonymous
Dennis and Margaret Arndt
D.W. Austin
James Backs
Jumana Badri
Renee Bell
Ramesh Bettaiah
William and Jane Biggar
Kim Bihler
Mark and Carol Blakeslee
Louis Bloomfield
Kim Boehnlein
Victor Boone
Caroline Borrow
Anissa Brooks
Richard Burk
Theodore Bush and Helga Dimitrov
Damon Cady
William Caine
Lisa Callahan
Bao Cao
Suzanne Carle
Robert Carpenter
Leonard and Linda Carr, Esq.
Dr. Edward Carrol
Joseph Carroll
Anna Caruthers
Teresa Castell
Cynthia Champ
Chinjung Chen
Ruimei Chen
YukSin Cheung
Lamar Chisholm
Kerry Christy
Virginia Citles
Reginald Cocklin
Thomas and Lori Cohen
Sally Conley
Sandy Crinti
Emily Crouch
Jose Cruz
Bonnie Daniels
Debra Daniels
William Daugherty
Ronell Davis

Ella Dawson
Mary Deaton
Zheng Deng
Patricia Dennison
Laura Desmond
Edward Dickson
Kim Dixon
Kathryn Duval
Thomas Evans
Audrey Ezell
Dr. John and Elizabeth Feighan
Christopher Ezell
Christopher Florio
Brian Fox
Stephan and Cynthia Galbince
Carran Gannaway
Gary Gargus
Sterling Garrett
Florence Garrett
Ellen Russell Genger
Florence Gibson
Stephanie Glover
Larisa Goldman
Melanie Gordon
Arthur Gregory
Laura Greig
Robert and Virginia Gross
Victoria Hancock
T.N. and Betsy Hellmuth
Eric and Andrea Hill
Paul Hollander
Lauren Hoogerland
Heidi Hoogwerf
William Hughly
Lindsay Ison
Paul Jackosky
Larry Jackson
Jack Jaffe
Cedric James
Desi James
James and Elaine Jaye
Johnnie Jefferson
Tyrone Johnson
Vanessa Johnson
Menita Jones
Mary Kahelin
Ariene Kaplan
Barbara Kaszas
Polly Keener
Gregory Kelly
Jamie Kessler
John Killbane
Kevin Kintz
Cynthia Kneier
Joy and Steve Kusik
Cindy Kwan
Daniel LaBlanca
Rick and Sharon Lakatos
Scott Lancaster
Terry and Sue Lang
Michelle Lastovka
Thomas Laszcz
Yai-Jahnce Lawler
Melanie Lawrence
Amy Maclean
James Malone
Jessica Maron
Meredith Marshal

Nicole Martin
Colleen Martin
Amy McKinney
Geno McKinney
Anita McLaughlin
James McManus and Michelle Mack-McManus
Mei Li Mei
Katy and Guy Mercer
Susan Metallo
Tracy Milano
Jamie Miller
Arnelia Mills
Linda Misanko
Vickie Molenda
Robert Monroe
Barbara Moore
John Moreland
Erin Morrison
James Muha
Chris and Michelle Mulchin
David Murphy
Shavada Murrell
CJ Musser
Dario Muzina
Judy Napier
Mary Nemece
Daunine Noll
Diana Novak
John and Margaret O’Brien
Dayan Otero
Ashley Owen
Julie Pajek
Mary Palumbo
Vladimir Paneyvak
Molly Panzica
Sarah Payne
Carolyn Petzign
Patricia Pierce
Cheryl Pietrafese
Mei Qing
Kay Crowson Rasolietti
Interior Design
Alexandria Reasor
Richard Reiersen
Mark Richards
Ray Riedel
Sheila Roach
Tracie Roberts
Sonya Rock
Marvels Beyries Rodriguez
Richard Rosello
Alexander Saliebrick
Derrick Sanders
Dee Scalabrin
Robert and Kristine Schwab
Dorothy Scott
John Scott
Sabrina Selinks
Isabel Semidei
Diana Skinner
Steven Smith
Jennifer Sommer
Lucy Spetic
Louis Stalling
Melvin Stennis
Vincent Stefan
Frederick and Elizabeth Stueber
ACHIEVE Campaign
Keith and Marie Ashmus
The Bruening Foundation
E.J. and Martha Burke
Marc and Viki Byrnes
The Cleveland Foundation
Connor Foundation
Bill and Mary Conway
Sally and Sandy Cutler
Elizabeth Porter Daane
Dominion Energy Charitable Foundation

EVENT SPONSORS
Presenting Sponsor
Chemical Bank

Gold Sponsor
Industrial Commercial Properties

Silver Sponsors
Aleris
Align Capital Partners
Jones Day
Lubrizol
Oswald Companies
Parker Hannifin
The Sherwin-Williams Company

Bronze Sponsors
G & S Metal Products
I.D. Images
Laurel School
Maloney + Novotny, LLC
Mansour Gavin
McCarthy, Lebit, Crystal and Litman
RPM, Inc.
University School
Vorys
Weinberg Capital Group

$1,000 | Patrons
Andrews Colour Atelier
The Beard Group, LLC
Granovsky & Sundaresh, PLLC
Caitlin and Brian Osborne

Friends
Suzanne Deering & Associates
Howard Hanna
Steven & Anne Fitzgerald
Miklus Florist
Payne & Payne Custom Builders

In Kind Donors
Adcom
Renee Bell
Great Lakes Theater
Miklus Florist
David Putnam
W.B. Mason

TRIBUTE GIFTS
In Memory of Arthur D. Baldwin, II
Gwen Baldwin
In honor of Emily Bush
Charles and Margaret Bush
In honor of Anne Fitzgerald
Sunbeam Board President
Nicole Twells
In honor of Bob Gries’ 90th Birthday
Gries VI Philanthropic Fund
Gries Financial Partners LLC
Elaine Hadden
Jeffrey and Lisa Kapp
Norma Lerner
Jon and Virginia Lindseth
Peter and Susan Meisel
Lauren Miller
Kim Pesses
The Albert B. & Audrey G. Ratner Family Foundation
K ent H. Smith Charitable Trust
Susan and John Turben Foundation

In memory of Ray Hollywood
Joan Mahoney
In honor of Jeffrey Kapp
Kathleen Kapp
In honor of Mick Latkovich
Patricia Dennison
Mary Palumbo
In honor of the marriage of Bradley Miller and Tamela Olsen
Paul Gorton
In honor of Frank H. Porter, Jr.
Charles and Betsy Daane
In honor of Devon and Reggie Olsen
Tim and Judy Stevens

Every effort has been made to accurately list all contributions received from January 1, 2019 to December 31, 2019. If, however, an error has been made, please accept our apologies and notify the Development Office at (216) 431-7800, ext. 6058.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

DIRECTORS
Katie A. Allender
Craig T. Beazer
Liz Gillmore
Donald Gries*
Robert D. Gries
Thomas E. Hopkins
James R. Jaye
Matthew D. Joyce
Jeffrey L. Kapp
Matthew J. Kemmann
Stephen F. Kirk
Phillip A. Kuri*
Ann C. Lutz
Kaitlin McCaulley
Joel D. Marx
Dick Anthony Michel
Lauren E. Miller
Frank H. Porter, Jr.
Jeffrey A. Ramras
Diane Roberto

*New Board Member in 2020

HONORARY LIFE DIRECTORS
Pat C. Brownell
Sally Cutler
William D. Ginn
James B. Griswold
Bettyann S. Helms
Polly Bruch White

GENERAL COUNSEL
Keith A. Ashmus

ELYRIA BUSINESS ADVISORY COUNCIL
Thomas Petredis, Chair
John Butowski
Jim Dowdell
David Janowicz
Ronan Lynch
William Somers
George Tuska
Jim Wiegelt
Dawn Yorko

Theodore S. Altfeld,
Member Emeritus
Robert E. Lessing, Esq.,
Member Emeritus

THE SUNBEAM BOARD
The mission of the Sunbeam Board is to raise awareness of Vocational Guidance Services and provide financial support through fundraising events and activities.

ACTIVE
Claudia Anton
Nicole Barry
Laura Bauschard
Kelly Beiwenger
Aditi Bhatt
Vanessa Coppa
Christie Croissant
Sabrina Davies
Trish Dorsey
Anne Fitzgerald
Kate Floyd
Kelly Gale
Sarah Guyuron
Lisa Henkel
Tiffany Kaplan
Lisa Kapp
Amy Laughlin
Catherine Levy
Colleen Miklus
Nicole Mylen
Elizabeth Newman
Caitlin Osborne
Angela Owen
Janine Pape
Carolann Rausar
Sally Rubenstein
Kristen Salata
Nadia Scroth
Caroline Schwartz
Elizabeth Sheeler
Sandra Stafford
Michele Steele
Macy Stein
Abby Steinberg
Neeti Sundaresh
Kylie Wolpe
Kristin Voos
Kelly Biggar
Margie Biggar
Caroline Borrow
Pat Brownell
Helen Rankin Butler
Joanna Carfagna
Amy Ciano
Joan Cody
Laurel Conrad
Karen Converse
Suzanne Deering
Susan Delaney
Debbie Donald
Kim Ertz
Laura Fricke
Linda Glickman
Rosetta Gorman
Pamela Heinen Haag
Jennifer Hartford
Debbie Hermann
Laura Herrick
Barbara Horrigan
Mandee Jones
Jane Kern
Jane Lamb
Susan Locke
Lauren MacLaren
Ann Malone
Kristine McGee
Emily McLaughlin
Megan McMahon
Peta Moran
Sarah Morgan
Lori Morris
Lisa Mortimer
Dale Naylor
Beth Anne Nettis
Liz Novak
Pamela Osborne
Katie Outcalt
Judy Pace
Amy Paine

SUSTAINERS
Barbara Horrigan
Mandee Jones
Jane Kern
Jane Lamb
Susan Locke
Lauren MacLaren
Ann Malone
Kristine McGee
Emily McLaughlin
Megan McMahon
Peta Moran
Sarah Morgan
Lori Morris
Lisa Mortimer
Dale Naylor
Beth Anne Nettis
Liz Novak
Pamela Osborne
Katie Outcalt
Judy Pace
Amy Paine

Darrah Parsons
Susan Paul
Ellen Schmidt
Heidi Scaravilli
Kara Schwabauer
Chloe Seelbach
Christine Semjarjan
Nina Sheffler
Laurel Stack
Suzanne Taigen
Melody Thomas
Debbie Thompson
Nicole H. Twells
Jeannine Voivovich
Kelly Warner
Polly Brucb White
Lynne Winings
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Vocational Guidance Services is proud to report another year of strong financial results for 2019. Our 2020 fiscal year was also off to a strong start before the COVID-19 pandemic significantly shifted our programmatic and financial plans. We are grateful for generous support from our donors and corporate partners as we continue provide critical programming for Ohioans with disabilities. We remain committed to financial prudence to ensure continued mission impact, sustainability, high-quality programming for our next 130 years.
This report summarizes the 2019 activities and accomplishments of Vocational Guidance Services and its affiliates, VGS, Inc., Vocational Services Inc. and Dress for Success Cleveland.